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Abstract
In this paper, a novel multi-ring blank holder technique is developed. The blank holding force (BHF)
provided by each ring can be independently and effectively applied on all radial regions. The principles
and advantages of the multi-ring technique are �rst explained and analyzed by theoretical derivation,
stress analysis, and forming simulation. The results indicate that the distribution of the blank holder force
per unit area (FUA) applied by the new blank holder technique is more reasonable than using the
conventional single blank holder, and can better suppress the wrinkles. Finally, the effectiveness of the
multi-ring blank holder technique is proven by a deep drawing experiment of the 08Al plate. It is veri�ed
that due to the reasonable FUA distribution, the use of the blank holder technique can suppress the
wrinkles on the �ange very well.

1 Introduction
Blank holding force (BHF) is an important variable to suppress defects during deep drawing, such as
wrinkling because of insu�cient BHF, or cracking caused by excessive BHF [1]. This is because the
material �ow of sheet metal is controlled by the values and distributions of the BHF [2]. Normally, BHF
should be varied with the forming part, metal properties, and forming conditions to control the metal �ow
in the deep drawing.

In the past few decades, some theories and processes related to BHF control were developed. Many types
of research were focused on the applications of the BHF. Hardt [3] proposed a constant BHF system to
suppress wrinkling and prevent tearing. Maslennikov [4] developed a unique method that used the rubber
ring placed in the container as a pressure medium to produce forming deformation of the sheet metal.
Kergen [5] and Cao [6] realized variable BHF control to enhance the drawing limit, for common
axisymmetric drawn cup and conical cup, respectively. Also, some new power systems were used in the
application of BHF, such as the digressive gas springs system designed by Gunnarsson [7], the
electromagnetic attractive force technique, and the electromagnetic repulsive force technique developed
by Seo [8] and Lai [9], respectively.

Meanwhile, numerous scholars were concerned about the distribution of BHF on sheet metal. The
technique of multipoint blank holder was proposed by Siegert [10] for drawn box, in which BHF applied on
corners was different from that applied on the straight �anges to control the material �ow. Hassan [11]
divided the blank holder into two layers, each of which was also divided into several segments. Every
upper segment and base segment can be moved relatively to apply BHF with an appropriate value for
increase the metal forming limit. Murata [12] studied the segmented blank holder for rectangular boxes
by applying different BHF on the corners and straight areas. Manabe [13] further divided the corners of
the blank holder into more independent blocks to control the distribution of BHF more reasonably. Based
on the multi-point blank holder method, Li [14] adopted the �exible blank holder method, which greatly
improved the forming quality of thin metal plates. Then, Qu [15] combined the drawing pad with the
segmented blank holder method to further improve the drawing accuracy and quality.
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The above-mentioned multi-point or segmental blank holder method realized the application of different
BHF at different �ange areas as required. Compared with the single blank bolder, the segmental blank
holder effectively controlled the �ow speed of the sheet material and signi�cantly improved the holding
effect.

In fact, the blank holders mentioned above were divided into several blocks along the circumferential
direction to control the circumferential distribution ratio of the BHF, which were used to solve the problem
that deformed �ange regions cannot be held effectively due to the different circumferential thickness
distribution of metal plate. However, for the axisymmetric forming part, the uniform thickness distribution
along the circumferential direction is slighter than that along the radial direction. The above segmental
blank holder along circumferential direction cannot solve the problem of failing to apply proper BHF on
the different radial areas.

In this research, a multi-ring blank holder technique for the axisymmetric drawn cup is investigated. The
effectiveness of the new technique has been veri�ed through theoretical analysis, numerical simulation
and experimental research.

2 The Principle And Necessity Of The Radial Blank Holder Technique

2.1 Necessity and concept of dividing blank holder into
multi-ring
During the forming process, BHF is applied to the �ange area of the metal plate to increase the radial
tensile stress of the metal plate to increase the forming height and to reduce the circumferential
compressive stress as much as possible to suppress wrinkles [16].

Theoretically, due to restricted material �ow and reduced outer diameter, when the BHF is absent, the
outer thickness of the �ange would increase far greater than the inner �ange. But in fact, using the
conventional single blank holder, most of the BHF is forced in a narrow range of �ange edge since the
blank holder is a whole block. This will cause wrinkles to appear far away from the �ange edge in the
critical state of metal instability when BHF applied on the �ange edge is su�cient to suppress wrinkling.
This distribution of BHF increases the risk of drawing defects. Figure 1 and Fig. 2 show the simulated
drawn cup and experimental results that the wrinkles appear somewhere inside because of the lack of
effective holding.

For this reason, the multi-ring blank holder technique was designed here, and it was expected that
appropriate BHF can be effectively applied on every radial �ange position. The schematic diagram of the
new blank holder can be understood from Fig. 3, where the blank holder is divided into several segments
along the radial direction. Based on this con�guration, the unreasonable distribution of BHF caused by
the uneven metal thicknesses along the �ange radial regions can be overcome. It is possible to enhance
the forming quality using the new blank holder technique.
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2.2 Theoretical basis for the feasibility of using multi-ring
blank holder
Generally, the wrinkle height on the �ange can be expressed by the following formula:

  (1)

where , , ρ is the particle radial coordinate of the �ange,
r0 is the opening radius of die, ym is the maximum value of wrinkle height (MWH), Rw is the radius of
metal plate, φ is polar angle and φ0 is the angle of one wrinkle.

It can be seen from Eq. (1) that wrinkle height is monotonically increasing from the die opening to the
plate edge along the radial direction, and the maximum value ym is at the outer edge of the plate (ρ = Rw).
However, as mentioned above, BHF applied using the conventional method will be acted in a very small
range of �ange edge since the large thickness here. That is, the blank holder force per unit area (FUA) on
the periphery region of the �ange is much larger than the inner position, which is unreasonable and the
forming effect will not good. If FUA on the �ange periphery is su�cient to suppress wrinkles, then the
MWH may appear some internal points due to lack of su�cient FUA. Under this critical state, the
mathematical expression of wrinkle height can be improved as:

  (2)

where  , , Rc is the radial coordinate of MHW point, and λ is the ratio between
wrinkle height on �ange edge and ym.

In this case, a simpli�ed wrinkle curve along the radial direction can be seen in Fig. 4, which consists of
two lines with slopes k1 and k2. And according to the point where BHF is applied, the total BHF can be
divided into two parts: F1 applied on �ange edge, and F2 applied on critical point Rc.

According to the radial wrinkle curve shown in Fig. 4, it can be seen that the wrinkle cannot be suppressed
using the single blank holder. As shown in Fig. 5, in order to overcome the de�ciency, a deep drawing
setup using the multi-ring blank holder shown in Fig. 3 was designed.

Based on this structure of the new blank holder, the FUA applied on different regions can be independent
and different. If the value of F2 applied on critical point Rc is suitable, the wrinkles at point Rc shown in
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Fig. 4 can be suppressed. At this time, the radial wrinkle curve can be improved as shown in Fig. 6, in
which the curve has the same MHW between point Rc and point Rw.

Correspondingly, the mathematical wrinkling curve using the new blank holder technique is expressed as
Eq. (3).

  (3)
From the above analysis, it can be predicted that since all deformation areas can be effectively
suppressed by independent and different FUA, the effect of the new technique will be better.

3 Fem Analysis For Fua And Forming Simulation

3.1 Stress analysis of FUA on the metal plate
To evaluate the effectiveness of the multi-ring blank holder technique, the initial distribution of FUA on
metal plate was studied. Because the main purpose is to verify the holding effect of dividing BHF into two
main parts, F1 and F2, the FE model including two rings was established, as shown in Fig. 7.

The diameters of the metal plate and the value of BHF were 220 mm and 4 kN respectively. The diameter
of the delimitation circle between the two rings was set to 160 mm and 180 mm, respectively, to study its
in�uence on the FUA distribution. Based on theoretical analysis, it can be known that the outer region of
the �ange requires a larger FUA than the inner region to suppress wrinkles. Therefore, the BHF on the
outer ring should be greater than the BHF on the inner ring.

Figure 8 shows the FUA distribution values along a de�ned path on a plate when the diameter of the
delimitation circle is 160 mm, and the BHF ratios of the outer ring and the inner ring are 1, 2, 3, and 5,
respectively. Figure 9 is the results when the delimitation circle is 180 mm. Figure 10a and Fig. 10b are
the normal stress contour plot when the BHF ratio is 5, and the delimitation circle diameter is 160 mm
and 180 mm, respectively. It can be seen that the diameter has a great in�uence on the FUA distribution.

By comparing the two �gures, it can be seen that when the delimitation circle moves outward, FUA
applied on the �ange peripheral regions will increase signi�cantly. The BHF ratio of the outer ring and the
inner ring has a great impact on the distribution of FUA on the plate. So, if the ratio of BHF and diameter
of the delimitation circle are appropriate, it is feasible to specify the FUA distribution and improve the
forming effect. Also, the slope critical point of the curve is determined by the circle diameter, and has
nothing to do with the ratio of F1 and F2. Therefore, the position of the delimitation circle has a direct
in�uence on the holding effect, and should be determined by the coordinate value of Rc.
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3.2 Forming simulation
To investigate the effectiveness of the multi-ring blank holder technique, the deep drawing of metal plate
was simulated using DYNAFORM software. The yield and harden rules were Barlat-Lian and Hollomon,
respectively. The Belytschko-Lin-Tsay shell element was used to mesh the metal plate [17]. The rigid deep
drawing tools element is composed of a die, a punch and a blank holder. As mentioned earlier, the
diameter of the delimitation circle is very important. In order to reduce this risk, the blank holder was
composed of three independent rings instead of two. The frictional model was used for all the contact
pair surfaces. Figure 11 shows the �nite element model, which has been initially positioned.

Figure 12a shows the thickness distribution of the drawn cup using the single blank holder when BHF
was 3550 N and the drawing height was 25 mm. Figure 12b shows the result at the same height using
the new blank holder when BHF was 1600 N. Compared with the single blank holder, the reduction in the
thickness of the drawn cup using the multi-ring blank holder is smaller, this is because the new technique
can suppress wrinkles with a smaller BHF. Correspondingly, the maximum tensile stress of the sheet
using the new method is 591 MPa, which is also less than the 602 MPa using the single blank holder, as
shown in Fig. 14. All the above results indicate that the new method will obtain a better forming effect
and a larger forming height.

As shown in Fig. 14, to further verify the superiority of the new blank holder technique, the same 4 kN BHF
and 30 mm drawing height were used in the forming simulation. As illustrated in Fig. 14a, when using the
single blank holder, the wrinkles on the �ange are very serious. In addition, there has almost no wrinkle on
the �ange using the new blank holder at the same height and using the same BHF, as shown in Fig. 14b.

Comparative analysis results show that since the FUA distribution applied by the multi-ring blank holder
technique is more reasonable, a smaller BHF can be used to suppress wrinkles. That is, the effective
holding can be achieved by using the multi-ring blank holder with the same or a smaller BHF.

4 Experimental Veri�cation
The experimental device used to verify the effectiveness of the designed blank holder technique is shown
in Fig. 15. The forming experiments were conducted using the single blank holder and the multi-ring blank
holder respectively. The metal plate 08Al with thickness of 1 mm and diameter of 220 mm were selected
for the deep drawing. The BHF on every different holding ring is provided by each independent hydraulic
cylinder.

Figure 16 shows the 08Al drawn cups when the BHF was 3.2 kN. As shown in Fig. 16a, when the single
blank holder is used and drawing height was about 22 mm, the wrinkling on the �ange was obvious. As
presented in Fig. 16b, the wrinkles are obviously suppressed by the multi-ring blank holder with a ratio of
1:3:2.
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It can be seen from the deep drawing experiment, because the FUA distribution is more reasonable, using
the multi-ring blank holder technique can effectively improve the deformability of metal plates.

5 Discussion And Conclusions
The main function of the blank holder and BHF is to increase the radial tensile stress, reduce the
circumferential compressive stress on the �ange, and suppress the forming defects. Therefore, the BHF
applied on the �ange should be su�cient to obtain a su�ciently large FUA away from the edge of the
metal plate using the conventional blank holder. However, an oversized BHF will increase the tendency of
cracking.

Superiorly, the deformed plate in different radial �ange regions can be suppressed well by using the multi-
ring blank holder technique. This is because every holding ring can independently and effectively apply
BHF on the plate. Therefore, when using the multi-ring blank holder, the wrinkles can be suppressed and
the drawing height can be increased since a more reasonable FUA distribution.

Taken together, the conclusions are as follows:

A novel multi-ring blank holder technique was developed, in which the blank holder was divided into
several rings. Because every holding ring can act on the plate independently and effectively, the BHF
applied by each ring can also be independent.

The thorough comprehensive studies of the key topics that are covered: theoretical analysis and
stress analysis. The effectiveness of the multi-ring blank holder technique has been veri�ed to work
as expected by forming simulation and experiment.

The simulated and experimented results show that the holding effect can be improved using the
multi-ring technique. The forming effective using the new blank holder technique is much better than
using the single blank holder since a more reasonable FUA distributed along the radial direction can
be applied.
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Figures

Figure 1

Simulated drawn cup using single blank holder
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Figure 2

Experimental drawn cup using single blank holder

Figure 3

Schematic diagram of the new blank holder technique
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Figure 4

Simpli�ed wrinkle curve along the radial direction using single blank holder

Figure 5
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Schematic diagram of the experimental setup

1 outer ring; 2 middle ring; 3 inner ring; 4 base block; 5 punch 6 hydraulic cylinder;  7 guide pillar A; 8
sensor; 9 piston; 10 base bar 11 guide pillar B; 12 top bar; 13 die

Figure 6

Simpli�ed wrinkle curve using multi-ring blank holder

Figure 7
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FE model of stress analysis

Figure 8

FUA distribution when the delimitation circle diameter is 160 mm
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Figure 9

FUA distribution when the delimitation circle diameter is 180 mm

Figure 10

The normal stress contour plot when BHF ratio is 5 
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Figure 11

The �nite element model of deep drawing simulation

Figure 12

Thicknesses distribution of the drawn cup
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Figure 13

Maximum tensile stress of the drawn cup

Figure 14

Drawn cups with BHF of 4 kN

Figure 15

Experimental device
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Figure 16

Drawn parts of 08Al plate


